ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR A SAFER WORLD

FIDO NXT

Explosives Trace Detector

OVERVIEW
Completely redesigned from the ground up, the lightweight and rugged Fido® NXT delivers
fast, accurate and consistent explosives detection capabilities for combat, physical security
and anti-terrorism operations. The expanded detection capabilities and reduced size of the
Fido NXT enables the system to be easily integrated into existing security measures.
The Fido NXT features a simplified user interface with a GO/NO GO response suitable for
novice users. Additional response information is available via the administrator mode for fully
trained operators and system administrators. The system provides on-screen prompts for the
majority of user actions to overcome issues related to intermittent usage and the associated
loss of training knowledge enabling both novice operators and explosives experts to use the
device with confidence.

BENEFITS
 Expanded detection capabilities

Encased in a ruggedized magnesium shell, the Fido NXT operates in all environments and
has passed one meter drop testing. This extremely sensitive device can operate for a full
eight hours on a single battery and requires no calibration. The Fido NXT starts up quickly, in
less than five minutes, and swiftly clears down after an explosives alert to permit rapid
throughput.

 Increased operating time

The ergonomic design of the Fido NXT enables standardized, consistent sample presentation
for enhanced analysis. This new design mitigates the potential for interference from weapons,
communications systems, and other devices. With all-weather and day/night capability
combined with visible, audible and tactile alerting options, the Fido NXT is ideally suited to
covert operations or screening in high risk or high threat environments.

 Compact, rugged design

 Simplified user interface
 Consistent sample presentation
 Canine comparable/rate detection

 Day/night operable

SPECIFICATIONS
Description
Detection Technology
Power
AC Input
Auxiliary Battery Charger
Com Ports
Data Storage
Weight
Dimensions

Portable Explosive Trace Detector
Fluorescent polymer based * No radioactive source
Internal battery: Lithium Ion
(8 hr dependent upon environmental conditions)
100 to 240 V, 50 to 60 Hz wall adapter (supplied)
System charges battery while running on AC power
AC Input: 100 to 240 V, 50 to 60 Hz wall adapter (supplied)
USB
2000 hours of continuous data logging
3.0 Lbs (1.4kg) including battery
14.5L x 4.5W x 2.75H In. (37L x 11.5W x 7H cm)

APPLICATIONS









SECURITY CHECKPOINTS
ECPS
IED/MUNITIONS DETECTION
RANDOM ANTI TERRORISM
EXECTUTIVE PROTECTION
VIP SECURITY
POST BLAST ANALYSIS
CIVIL SUPPORT TEAMS
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